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APPARATUS AND PROCESS FOR 
CONJUNCTIVE NORMAL FORM 

PROCESSING 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application claims priority to provisional application 
60/794,459, ?led on Apr. 25, 2006 entitled System and 
Method for Automated Problem Analysis and Solution 

REFERENCE TO COMPUTER LISTING 
APPENDIX 

Appendix A to this application is set forth on a single 
compact disc and the material recorded thereon is incorpo 
rated by reference herein. The following ?les are recorded on 
the compact disc: 

File Size 
File Date (bytes) File Name 

Apr. 19, 2007 33,327 bytes CauseiEffectiAnalyZeriAnnotated.txt 

A duplicate copy of the compact disc of AppendixA has also 
been submitted. Each of the discs Was created on Apr. 19, 
2007. 
A portion of the disclosure of this patent document con 

tains material that is subject to copyright protection. The 
copyright oWner has no objection to the facsimile reproduc 
tion by anyone of the patent document or the patent disclo 
sure, as it appears in the Patent and Trademark Of?ce patent 
?le or records, but otherWise reserves all copyright rights 
Whatsoever. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention is directed to a system and method 

for systems-related problem formulation, analysis and solu 
tion. More speci?cally, the instant invention is directed to a 
system and method for formulating, analyZing and solving 
system-related problems based on functional descriptions of 
such systems. 

2. Background of the Related Art 
Methods for solving systems-related problems are Well 

knoWn in the art. These include methods based on Genrich 
Altschuller’ s “Theory of Inventive Problem Solving”, knoWn 
generally by its Russian acronym, “TRIZ”. 

Methodologies based on classical TRIZ are dif?cult to 
apply because they do not readily identify the problems to be 
solved for complex systems. Certain patents attempt to solve 
such shortcomings. US. Pat. No. 5,581,663, for example, 
provides a graph based implementation Which provides some 
problem identi?cation functionality for complex systems. 

Prior art systems such as that disclosed in US. Pat. No. 
5,581,663 read system description and/or problem situation 
description in the form shoWn in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

(Statementl) is required for (Statement2). 
(Statementl) causes (Statement3). 
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2 
This text may be understood as comprising nodes and node 
links forming a graph. As the result, these systems build 
graphs Whose nodes are the arbitrary user statements, called 
“functions,” With arcs directed betWeen such nodes. 

Originally, graphs included only three types of links, 
namely, “is required for”, “causes”, and “eliminates” links. 
Subsequently, other solutions introduced other link types 
While generally remaining Within the graph model. 

After building graphs from user input (i.e., user text), prior 
art systems apply certain structural checks to the graphs such 
as incoming links compatibility, loop identi?cation, “uncon 
nected islands” identi?cation, and the like, as Will be readily 
understood by those of skill in the art. Upon concluding such 
structural checks, these systems formulate verbose render 
ings for each node of the graph; that is, they constructed 
Word-based formulations for each graph node. This formula 
tion takes into account the types of links of each node as Well 
as the nodes in the immediate vicinity. For example, for the 
description of Table 1 above, the Wordings Would be: 

TABLE 2 

Find a Way to eliminate (Statement3) under the condition of 

(Statementl ). 
Find an alternative Way of (Statementl) that provides (Statement2) 
and does not cause (Statement3). 
Find a Way to provide (Statement2) that does not require 
(Statementl ). 

This graph based implementation, hoWever, is static in nature, 
having no provision for hypothetical conditions, or “Would 
be” values at the nodes of the graph. 

In addition to the undesirable static nature of the prior art 
graph based implementation, this approach does not differ 
entiate betWeen relevant and irrelevant conditions, as illus 
trated by the folloWing example. One ?rst considers the prob 
lem description of Table 3, beloW. 

TABLE 3 

(A) is required for (B). 
(B) is required for (C). 
(C) is required for (D). 
(D) is required for (E). 
(D) causes (F). 

The “real” problem inherent in the instant example is located 
someWhere betWeen the nodes (D), (E), and (F). HoWever, the 
generated Wordings Would include all the “functions” in the 
chain, as depicted in Table 4, beloW. 

TABLE 4 

Find a Way to eliminate (F) under the condition of (D). 
Find alternative Way of (D) that provides (E) and does not cause (F). 
Find a Way to provide (E) that does not require (D). 
Find a Way to provide (D) that does not require (C). 
Find a Way to provide (C) that does not require (B). 
Find a Way to provide (B) that does not require (A). 

Thus, the verbose description of the graph inef?ciently 
includes all “functions” and does not provide any focusing of 
an analyst’s attention to the “functions” deserving of height 
ened scrutiny or additional analysis. 

Another problem Which the prior art does not address is the 
problem of “multi-path” cause-effect chains, such as the one 
illustrated in Table 5, beloW. 
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TABLE 5 

Chain 1: 

(A) is required for (X). 
(A) causes (Al). 
(Al) causes (A2). 
(A2) causes (Y). 
Chain 2: 

(A) causes (B1). 
(B1) causes (B2). 
(B2) causes (Y). 

In this graph, to eliminate (Y), one must eliminate both chains 
at the same time, i.e., chain (A)-(Al)-(A2)-(Y) and chain 
(A)-(Bl)-(B2)-(Y). The prior art graph-based fonnulator 
would not recognize this multi-path issue, however, because 
the nature of its formulation is “local” to one node. Thus, the 
prior art graph-based formulator would produce the verbose 
wordings for each node independently. 
A ?nal problem left unaddressed by the prior art is that of 

analysis of alternative chains, as illustrated in Tables 6 and 7. 

TABLE 6 

(Flammable gas) causes (Explosion) [(A) causes (X)]. 
(Electrical spark) causes (Explosion) [(B) causes (X)]. 

TABLE 7 

(Bacteria in the air) causes (Damage of medication) [(A) causes (X)] 
(Overheat of medication) causes (Damage of medication) [(B) causes 

In the graph of Table 6, one might state the problem as “Find 
a way to eliminate (Explosion) under the condition of (Flam 
mable gas) and (Electrical spark)” Importantly, the two func 
tions (i.e., “A” and “B”) must both be present to cause the 
outcome (i.e., “X”). By contrast, one readily sees that the 
graph illustrated in Table 7 models a system in which the 
presence of either function causes the outcome (i.e., either 
“A” or “B” causes “X”). The prior art cannot express such 
alternatives. 

It is therefore desirable to have a system for formulating, 
analyZing and solving system-related problems that allows 
for “would-be,” non-static values at its nodes. It is further 
desirable to have a system for analyZing and solving system 
related problems capable of identifying “functions” deserv 
ing of heightened scrutiny or additional analysis. It is also 
desirable to have a system for analyZing and solving system 
related problems having multi-path cause-effects. Finally, it 
is desirable to have a system capable of analyzing alternative 
function chains. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The subject invention is directed to a new and useful sys 
tem and method for formulating, analyZing and solving sys 
tem-related problems that allows for “would-be” values at its 
nodes. 
A preferred embodiment of the present invention discloses 

a method for analyZing system-problems, comprising the 
steps of: accepting from a user an input describing a system or 
situation having a problem; parsing the user input to create a 
boolean representation of the system or situation, the boolean 
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4 
representation comprising a series of equations; determining 
that the boolean representation comprises an unsatis?able 
series of equations; for each equation in the series of equa 
tions, performing the steps of: creating a modi?ed series of 
equations by removing the equation from the series of equa 
tions; and determining if the modi?ed series of equations is 
satis?able, and, if the modi?ed series of equations is satis? 
able, deriving a solution wording from the removed equation. 

In the foregoing method, each equation in the series may 
comprise at least one target variable and at least one non 
target variable, and the step of deriving a solution wording 
from the removed equation may comprise the steps of: ?nding 
a target variable in the equation; creating a list of positive 
non-target variables in the equation; creating a list of negative 
non-target variables in the equation; determining if the target 
is positive or negative; if the target is positive, generating a 
negative plain language expression of the target, otherwise 
generating a positive plain language expression of the target; 
for each variable in the list of positive non-target variables, 
generating a plain language statement of system condition; 
for each variable in the list of negative non-target variables, 
generating a plain language statement of omitted condition; 
generating a compound statement of system conditions by 
joining together the statements of system condition using a 
?rst logical operator between each of the statements of sys 
tem condition, the ?rst logical operator being “and”; and 
generating a compound statement of system omitted condi 
tions by joining together the statements of system omitted 
condition using a second logical operatorbetween each of the 
statements of system omitted condition, the second logical 
operator being “or”. 

Preferred embodiments of the present invention may also 
provide a method of representing the real-life problem situa 
tion in the form of the unsatis?able system of boolean equa 
tions. In these embodiments, the user concepts (a.k.a. “Func 
tions”) may be modeled as boolean variables taking truth 
values TRUE (Function happens) and FALSE (Function does 
not happen), and the cause-effect and means-goals relations 
between the “functions” may be modeled by boolean equa 
tions comprising the system of boolean equations. 

Additionally, preferred embodiments of the present inven 
tion include a method of expressing cause-effect and means 
goals relations between the foregoing “functions” as “links”: 
“is required for”, “causes”, “eliminates”, “impedes” and their 
syntactical variations. These links may be interpreted as the 
boolean equations as follows: 

[A] is required for [B] interpreted as ([A] or not [B]*), 

[A] causes [B] interpreted as (not [A] or [B]*), 

[A] eliminates [B] interpreted as ([A] or [B]*), 

[A] impedes [B] interpreted as (not [A] or not [B]*) 

where a star (*) represents a special “target” marker that is put 
on the “function” located on a particular side on the link. This 
marker may be used in wording formulation. 

Still other preferred embodiments of the present invention 
include a method of expressing user requirements to the solu 
tion in the form of one-sided “links”: “must achieve” and 
“must eliminate” and their syntactical variations. These links 
may be interpreted as boolean equations as follows: 

must achieve [X] interpreted as ([X] or not [GOAL]*), 

must eliminate [X] interpreted as (not [X] or not 

[GOAL]*) 
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Where [GOAL] is a special arti?cially added “function” and 
star (*) represents the special “target” marker. 

Still other preferred embodiments of the present invention 
include a method of expressing the natural state of a problem 
situation in the form of one-sided “links”: “always” and 
“never” and their syntactical variations. These one-sided 
“links” may be interpreted as boolean equations as folloWs: 

always [X] interpreted as ([X]*), 

never [X] interpreted as (not [X]*). 

Other preferred embodiments of the present invention 
include a method of expressing multi-“function” interactions 
in the form of the “function” lists located on the non-“target” 
side of the “link” and connection using conjunctions “With”, 
“or” and/ or “and”. These functions may list as boolean equa 
tions as folloWs: 

[A1] With [A2] With . . . With [AN] is required for [B] 

interpreted as 

([A1] or not [B]*) and ([A2] or not [B]*) and . . . and 

([AN] or not [B]*) 

and 

[A1] or [A2] or . . . or [AN] is required for [B] 

interpreted as 

([A1] or [A2] or. . . or [AN] or not [B]*). 

Further preferred embodiments of the present invention 
disclose a method of interpreting user statements having the 
same “target” function as boolean equations as folloWs: 

[A] is required for [T]. 

[B] impedes [T]. 

interpreted as: 

([A] or not [T]*) and (not [B] or not [T]*) 

and 

[A] causes [T]. 

[B] eliminates [T]. 

interpreted as: 

(not [A] or [B] or [T]*). 

The foregoing methods of the foregoing various embodi 
ments may include a step of interpreting the user statements 
of more complex forms by reducing them to forms described 
for such embodiments using publicly knoWn transformations 
of the boolean formulas. The methods of the foregoing vari 
ous embodiments may further include a step of adding a 
special equation [GOAL] to the system of boolean equations 
constructed by such methods. 

Finally, any of the previously described methods may 
include the step of generating Wordings for the solutions 
based on the relaxations of the unsatis?able system of bool 
ean equations constructed by such methods, such relaxations 
transforming the unsatis?able system of boolean equations 
into the satis?able one. These methods may include a further 
step consisting of converting the unsatis?able system of bool 
ean equations into the Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) and 
using this equivalent system to ?nd the relaxations. 
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6 
These and other aspects of the subject invention Will 

become more readily apparent to those having ordinary skill 
in the art from the folloWing detailed description of the inven 
tion taken in conjunction With the draWings described herein. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

So that those having ordinary skill in the art to Which the 
subject invention pertains Will more readily understand hoW 
to make and use the subject invention, preferred embodiments 
thereof Will be described in detail herein With reference to the 
draWings. 

FIG. 1 is a How chart of a method of a preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

FIG. 2 is a How chart of another method of a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

The present invention noW Will be described more fully 
hereinafter With reference to the accompanying draWings, in 
Which preferred embodiments of the invention are shoWn. 
This invention may, hoWever, be embodied in many different 
forms and should not be construed as limited to the embodi 
ments set forth herein; rather, these embodiments are pro 
vided so that this disclosure Will be thorough and complete, 
and Will fully convey the scope of the invention to those 
skilled in the art. 
As Will be appreciated by one of skill in the art, the present 

invention may be embodied as a method, data processing 
system, or computer program product. Accordingly, the 
present invention may take the form of an entirely hardWare 
embodiment, an entirely softWare embodiment or an embodi 
ment combining softWare and hardWare aspects. Further 
more, the present invention may take the form of a computer 
program product on a computer-usable storage medium hav 
ing computer-usable program code means embodied in the 
medium. Any suitable computer readable medium may be 
utiliZed including hard disks, CD-ROMs, optical storage 
devices, a transmission media such as those supporting the 
Internet or an intranet, or magnetic storage devices. 
As used herein, program modules, softWare modules and 

like references indicate logical program units and do not 
necessarily indicate structurally discreet structures. The mod 
ules disclosed herein may be combined and/ or further sepa 
rated Without departing from the inventive aspects of the 
present invention. Furthermore, the invention may be prac 
ticed in distributed computing environments Wherein mod 
ules reside and/or are executed on several processing devices. 
In such a distributed computing environment, program mod 
ules may be located in both local and remote memory storage 
devices. 
The logical How of preferred embodiments of the present 

invention is depicted in FIGS. 1 and 2, and attention is 
directed to those ?gures in connection With the folloWing 
discussion. 

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention the 
problem system is modeled as an unsatis?able boolean for 
mula in conjunctive normal form (abbreviated “CNF”), as 
described in greater detail beloW. The solutions are sought as 
relaxations of the original formula. If removing a term from 
the CNF makes the remainder CNF satis?able, then this 
removed term is regarded as a solution and undergoes the 
Wording formulation in negated form. To facilitate entering 
the boolean formula, the end-user syntax is augmented With 
the keyWords: “alWays”, “ must achieve” and “must never , 
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eliminate,” Which are absent from previously known systems 
and methods. The present invention also alloWs for express 
ing alternatives using the “or” keyword, also absent from 
previously knoWn systems and methods. 

Embodiments of the present invention need not begin 
analysis of systems With descriptions in CNF, but must con 
vert non-CNF descriptions to CNF (that is, users need not 
input problems in CNF form, as certain embodiments of the 
present invention Will convert input to CNF form). The use of 
CNF has several advantages, including: the input statements 
can be almost literally converted into the pieces of the CNF 
When utiliZing the user language syntax previously describe, 
and Robinson’s Resolution technique described beloW is spe 
ci?cally targeted to systems expressed in CNF. 
As a ?rst step, the system constructs a boolean representa 

tion for a problem to be analyZed and solved. In this step, each 
statement of the overall problem as provided by a user. The 
system analyZes the representations thus provided and 
extracts therefrom linked boolean “functions” (also called 
“boolean variables”) Which combine to provide a relation 
betWeen the truth of each such function or variable. By Way of 
example, the user input statement “Bacteria in the air causes 
damage of medication” may be analyZed to yield tWo boolean 
variables, namely: “bacteria in air” and “damage of medica 
tion”. Thus, [Bacteria in the air]:l Would mean that bacteria 
is actually present in the air, While [Bacteria in the air]:0 
Would mean that they are in fact absent. In that regard, the user 
input statement above yields the relation betWeen the truth 
values of these tWo variables. This relation may be stated 
using traditional if-then constructs such as: “if [Bacteria in 
the air]:l then [Damage of medication] must be 1.” 

Alternatively, the relation may be stated in boolean form 
as: ‘"[Bacteria in the air]|[Damage of medication]”, Where 
the caret symbol (“A”) signi?es a not condition (i.e., the oppo 
site of the boolean statement) and the pipe symbol (“I”) sig 
ni?es a logical “or”. The alternative statement of the relation 
may be Worded as “ALWAYS TRUE THAT: EITHER NOT 

[Bacteria in the air] OR (OTHERWISE) [Damage of medi 
cation] .” Using the boolean statement form, the system of the 
present invention may represent several link types as depicted 
in Table 8, beloW. 

TABLE 8 

Link Formula Interpretation 

[A] is required (A \ AB) must do [A], or Would not get [B] 
for [B]. 
[A] causes [B]. ("A l B) [A] must be absent, or Would get [B] 
[A] eliminates [B]. (A l B) must do [A], or Would get [B] 
[A] impedes [B]. ( A l B) [A] must be absent, or Would not 

Each of the formulas in Table 8 above represents an equation 
that constraints the values of [A] and [B] certain Way. Each 
formula depicted in Table 8 above evaluates to true, for 
example, [A] or [AB]:TRUE for the ?rst entry, and so each 
formula may have certain values for [A] and [B] Which evalu 
ate to TRUE. Where a formula has at least one set of values for 
its variables that render the formula TRUE, it is said to be 
“satis?able”. Where a formula has no set of values for its 
variables the evaluate to TRUE (i.e., all combinations of 
variables evaluate to FALSE), the formula is said to be “unsat 
is?able.” 

As Will be readily understood by those of skill in the art, a 
system may be modeled by a series of related formulas Which 
must be solved simultaneously in order to solve the “prob 
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8 
lem” of the system. Where such a series of formulas is inca 
pable of simultaneous solution, the system “problem” is said 
to be unsolvable. By Way of example, one may consider the 
system of an ore melting fumace having a system “problem” 
of fumace explosion caused by melting ore in the furnace and 
the desired outcome of producing metal by melting ore. The 
system may be modeled by the series of functions depicted in 
Tables 9-12, beloW, including the desired outcome (also 
called the system’s “goal”) in the latter tWo tables. 

TABLE 9 

[Melting Ore] is required for [Getting Metal]. 
[Melting Ore] causes [Furnace Explosion]. 

TABLE 10 

[Melting Ore] l A[Getting Metal] 
[Melting Ore] l [Furnace Explosion] 

TABLE 11 

[Melting Ore] is required for [Getting Metal]. 
[Melting Ore] causes [Furnace Explosion]. 
must achieve [Getting Metal]. 
must eliminate [Furnace Explosion]. 

TABLE 12 

[Melting Ore] l A[Getting Metal] 
[Melting Ore] l [Furnace Explosion] 
[Getting Metal] l [GOAL] 
[Furnace Explosion] l [GOAL] 
[GOAL] 

The ?rst tWo formulas in Table 12 are equivalent to as the tWo 
formulas in Table 10. The third formula in Table 12 represents 
the link “must achieve [Getting Metal].” This third formula 
may be stated as “must [Getting Metal] or Would not get 
[GOAL] .” The fourth formula is similar to the third formula, 
representing the desired outcome of avoiding a furnace explo 
sion. This fourth formulas may be stated as “must not have 
[Furnace Explosion] or Would not get [GOAL] .” #23-3. 
Finally, the last formula in Table 12 is added arti?cially to 
every formula to expresses the fact that one Wants the 
[GOAL] to be TRUE, i.e. “achieved”. 
One of ordinary skill in the art Will quickly recogniZe that 

the system of formulas depicted in Table 12 is unsatis?able 
simultaneously, and therefore the system “problem” is also 
unsolvable. This conclusion may be con?rmed through Well 
knoWn analysis methodologies such as Robinson’s Resolu 
tion. 

Searching for Solutions and Constructing the Wordings 
As the foregoing discussion illustrates, a “problem”, if 

modeled correctly, Will necessarily result in an unsatis?able 
set of boolean equations. This represents the user’ s belief that 
the problem at hand cannot be resolved in any “normal” or 
“knoWn” or “available” Ways. Thus, the search for an “inno 
vative” solutions is Warranted. The “innovative” solutions, in 
turn, Would necessarily involve “violations” of some of the 
equations thus producing the directions that Would be “unex 
pected” by the user. The present invention discloses an algo 
rithm that builds these “violations” as Will be discussed in 
greater detail presently. 
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Because the formulation of a system “problem” is built in 
the conjunctive normal form (“CNF”), embodiments of the 
present invention analyze the CNF system of formulas in an 
attempt to “relax” the system by dropping a term of CNF (i.e., 
dropping at least one formula from the system). If the result 
ing set of equations, i.e., the set With a term removed, proves 
to be satis?able, then the dropped formula represents the 
constraint that needs to be “violated”. This term is thus used 
to formulate an appropriate Wording of a system problem’s 
solution. If, on the other hand, the resulting set of equations 
remains unsatis?able, then the removed formula is consid 
ered irrelevant to the system problem. Such irrelevant formu 
las result in no Wording and are ignored for purposes of 
solving the system “problem” represented by the set of equa 
tions. 

The method thus described may be summariZed as shoWn 
in Table 13, beloW. 

TABLE 13 

Parse user input, create the boolean representation R. 
Check that R is unsatis?able. 
For every term T in R 

Drop term (formula or equation) T from R resulting in R’ 
If R’ is satis?able then 

Formulate a Wording from term T 
End If 
Put the term T back into R’ thus recreating original R. 
Continue With the next term. 

End For 

In executing the step of “formulate a Wording from term T” 
in the method of Table 13, the present invention must deter 
mine Which Wording to use from among several possible 
Wordings. To choose the correct one, the present invention 
analyZes the cause-effect and means-goals relations 
expressed by the user and inherently embodied in the system 
of equations. Every equation may be considered designate 
one variable in it to be a “target,” that is, an effect experienced 
by or in the system being modeled. 

Referring to the set of equations depicted in Table 12, one 
Will recogniZe the variables in the right-hand column each 
may be considered an effect experienced by or in the system 
at issue. These particular variables constitute the “targets” in 
the equations. One of skill in the art Will readily understand 
that the designation of a variable as a “target” does not impact 
the manner in Which the variable is treated for any boolean 
purposes; the “target” designation is only considered at the 
present stage of Word form formulation. One of skill in the art 
Will also readily understand that there has been no “target” 
designation in the ?nal equation of the equation set depicted 
in Table 12, as this term had been added only to signify the 
desired ultimate outcome, and so no formulation is desired for 
it. 

The Wording for each term Will be the negated form of the 
term; that is, if a term is positive, the system of the present 
invention Will generate a negative plain language expression 
of the term, otherWise it Will generate a positive plain lan 
guage expression of the term. Thus, by Way of example, if a 
target term is “[A]” (negative), the system of the present 
invention Will generate a Wording such as “?nd a Way to 
ACHIEVE [A]”. Similarly, if a non-target term reads as “[B]” 
(positive), then the system of the present invention Will gen 
erate a Wording such as “. . . that Would not require [B] .” Such 
a statement may be called a “statement of system omitted 
condition” because it states a condition that is not required by 
the system, i.e., a condition omitted from the system. Finally, 
if a non-target term reads as “A [C]” (negative), then the system 
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10 
of the present invention Will generate a Wording such as “. . . 

under the condition of [C] .” Such a statement may be called a 
“statement system condition” because it states a condition of 
the system that is (or is assumed to be) present. 
The method of formulating appropriate Wording thus 

described may be summariZed as shoWn in Table 14, beloW. 

TABLE 14 

In the given term, ?nd the target variable [T]. 
Collect the list of positive non-targets @P. 
Collect the list of negative non-targets @N. 
If target is positive then 

output “Find a Way to eliminate [T] “ 
Else 

output “Find a Way to achieve [T] “ 
End If 
If @N is not empty then 

output “under the condition of“ 
outputjoin ( ‘and’, @N) 

End if 
If @P is not empty then 

output “that Would not require “ 

outputjoin ( ‘or‘, @P) 
End if 

Applying this method to the system detailed in Table 12 
above, one may drop the ?rst equation (i.e., “[Melting Ore]|A 
[Getting Metal]”), yielding a Wording of “?nd a Way to 
achieve [Getting Metal] that Would not require 
[Melting Ore] .” 

Expressing Multi-Function Relations 
Preferred embodiments of the present invention can also 

model system problems having multiple-function relation 
ships betWeen variables, such as Where tWo or more variables 
must be present concurrently to cause a particular outcome or 
Where the presence of one of tWo or more variables causes a 

particular outcome. 
By Way of example of the former multiple-relationship, i.e, 

one Where multiple variables must be present, one may con 
sider the problem “[Flammable gas] With [Spark] causes [Ex 
plosion],” Which may be rewritten as the boolean formula of 
Table 15, beloW. 

TABLE 15 

( [Flammable gas] AND [Spark] ) l [Explosion] 

Applying Morgan’ s LaW to the boolean equation of Table 15, 
as one of skill in the art Will readily understand, one is left 
With the boolean equation set depicted in Table 16, beloW. 

TABLE 16 

[Flammable gas] I [Explosion] )AND 
[Spark] l [Explosion] ) AA 

The equation set of Table 16 requires both the ?rst equation, 
i.e., ‘"[Flammable gas]|[Explosion] ” and the second equa 
tion, i.e., ‘"[Spark] | [Explosion]” to be solved simultaneously 
for the equation as a Whole to be solved. 

Next, as an example of the latter multiple-relationship, i.e., 
one Where the presence of at least one of a group of variables 
is required for a particular outcome, one may consider the 
problem “[Carbon dioxide] or [Water] is required for 
[Quenching a ?re],” Which may be rewritten as the boolean 
formula of Table 17. 
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TABLE 17 

[Carbon dioxide] l [Water] l A[Quenching a ?re] 

A more complicated example of the foregoing may be 
illustrated by the user statement: “Some time ago, there Was a 
problem that heating the ampule Was causing the medication 
overheat and damage. The problem Was solved by freezing 

12 
enclosed Within the Walls. If a pipe cracks, Water gushes 
through the brick Wall into the hot furnace resulting in furnace 
explosion.” The system of the present invention may initially 
transform this description, yielding the restatement depicted 
in Table 19, beloW. 

An overly simplistic re-statement of the system-problem 
appears in Table 19. 

the medication in advance, so that its temperature Would not 10 TABLE 19 
go as high While sealing the ampule.” This statement may be 
converted to the statement system shoWn in Table 18, includ- [Melting Metal] is required for [Extracting Metal] 

lng the presl‘n_ned~ deslre fOr_ treatment and the lnablhty Of [Melting Metal] With [Pipe Cracks] causes [Furnace explosion]. 
damaged med1cat1on to prov1de treatment. , , 

15 must achieve [Extracting Metal]. 

TABLE 18 must elirninate [Furnace explosion]. 

[Heating the glass arnpule] is required for [Sealing Arnpule]. 
[Heating the glass arnpule] causes [Overheat of medication]. 
[Overheat of medication] causes [Medication damage} The model of the system thus depicted is only partially cor 
[Freezing the medication in advance] elirninates [Overheat of medication]. 20 t h b -t th t 11 th - b1 [Medication] is required for [Tmatmentl rec , oWever, ecause 1 assumes a a e vana es 1.e., 

[Damaged medication] impedes [Treatment] “Function Statements”) are free to take any truth value unless 
[Tmatm?nti- they are explicitly constrained. To express that “[Pipe 

Cracks]” do in fact happen, therefore, embodiments of the 
_ _ s stem of the resent invention adds the “alWa s” statement 

The ?rst four lines of the equation set of Table 18 may be 25 y . p y 
. “ . . . . A . as shoWn 1n Table 20. 

re-Wntten [Freezing the med1cat1on 1n advance]| [Heatlng 
the glass ampule]|[Overheat of medication] .” Likewise, the TABLE 20 
penultimate tWo equations of Table 18 may be re-stated as 
“ABSENCE OF [Medication] causes ABSENCE OF [Treat- 30 
ment]” and “[Damaged medication] causes ABSENCE OF [M?lting Mmll is r?quir?d for [EXtY?CtiHg Mmll 
[Treatment] .” From this restatement, it becomes clear that [Melting Metal] with [Pipe Cracks] causes [Furnace explosion]. 
“ABSENCE OF [Medication]” and “[Damaged medication]” always [Mp6 Cracks] 
are just alternative Ways to cause “ABSENCE OF [Treat- must achieve [Exmm?n Metal] 
ment].” Thus, one can Write informally: “(A[Medication]| 35 I I g .' 
[Damaged medication]) causes A[Treatment] .” must ehmmm [Furnace “P10510111 

Applying this analysis to the “causes” links from Table 18 
(i.e., the ?rst four equations), one gets: “A(A[Medication]| 
[Damaged medlcationlliAiTreatmeml 7] After aPPAIYiHg MOT‘ Next, embodiments of the present invention then analyze the 
gan Law’ on? 15 left W1th; (iMédlcanoni AND [Damaged 40 problem’s restatement, as previously discussed, yielding a 
medlcanonDl [Treatmenq’ Whlch may be altemanvely possible solution set as shoWn in Table 21 beloW. 
expressed through the application of the distribution laW as: ’ 
“([Medication] |A[Treatment]) AND ([Damaged medication] TABLE 21 
IA [Treatment]) .” 

In the foregoing example, it is important to note that 45 Find a Way to achieve [Extracting Metal] that Would not require [Melting 
because the statements that require such special treatment Metal]. 
may be spread over the source of a user’s description, a direct Find a Way to eliminate [Pipe Cracks] 
one_pass translation Of the Source into the CNF may not be Find aWay to eliminate [Furnace explosion] under the condition of 
possible. Instead, the source may ?rst need to be converted [Meltmg Metal] 31d [Pm Cracks] I I 
~ - d- t t t- h h “t t” Find a Way to achieve [GOAL] that Would not require [Extracting Metal]. 
Into an lnterme 1a 6 represen a 1911 W er? eac arge (e'g' 50 Find a Way to achieve [GOAL] under the condition of [Furnace 
“[Treatment]”) Would be assoc1ated W1th the l1sts of the 6X losion] 
appropriate “non-targets” (e.g. “[Medication]” and “[Dam- p ' 
aged medication]”). Then, pieces of the CNF can be gener 
ated based on the combinations of the link types that connect Embodiments of the present invention may also analyze 
the target W1th Its non'targets In each Case‘ 55 and solve system-problems Which include alternative chains, 

EXAMPLES OF ANALYSIS OF for example, the system modeled in Table 22. 

SYSTEM-PROBLEMS And FORMULATION OF 
SOLUTIONS TABLE 22 

60 [Melting Metal] or [Bio-extraction] is required for [Extracting Metal]. 
With the above discussion in mind, one may consider the [Mating Mmli With [MP6 Cracks] Cans“ [Funm? ?xplosioni 

. alWays [Pipe Cracks]. 
following examples of a system-relate problem analyzed and must achieve [Extracting M ml] 
solved by an embodiment of the present invention. must eliminm [Furnace explosion] 

First’ one introduces a p1ain_1anguage description Of the [Bio-extraction] causes [Metal extraction is too expensive]. 
system and associated problem: “Metal is extracted from ore 65 must ?hmmm [Mml “traction is too ?xpenslvd' 

by melting it in a high temperature furnace. To cool doWn the 
brick Walls of the furnace, Water is pumped through the pipes 
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Applying the methodologies previously detailed, embodi 
ments of the instant invention may analyze the foregoing 
system model, yielding a possible solution set as shoWn in 
Table 23. 

TABLE 23 

Find a Way to eliminate [Pipe Cracks]. 
Find a Way to eliminate [Metal extration is too expensive] under the 
condition of [Bioextraction]. 
Find a Way to achieve [GOAL] that Would not require Extracting Metal]. 
Find a Way to achieve [Extracting Metal] that Would not require [Melting 
Metal] or Bioextraction]. 
Find a Way to eliminate [Furnace explosion] under the condition of 
[Melting Metal] and [Pipe Cracks]. 
Find a Way to achieve [GOAL] under the condition of [Furnace 
explosion]. 
Find a Way to achieve [GOAL] under the condition of [Metal extraction is 
too expensive]. 

Finally, one may consider the real World example of: “Dur 
ing the internal surgery, sponges are used to stop the blood 
and other body ?uids from running through the area. When 
the surgery is done, the sponges need to be removed. HoW 
ever, doctors and the surgical team staff are unable to see the 
sponges Well inside the patient after they are covered With the 
body ?uids. They also miscount the number of sponges as 
they take them out. Thus, While they think that all of the 
sponges are accounted for, some may actually still be inside 
of the patient. If they are left inside, they usually cause medi 
cal problems later.” 
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Embodiments of the instant invention may model the sys 

tem thus described as shoWn in Table 24, beloW. 

TABLE 24 

Surgery] requires [Surgeon can see area clearly]. 
Surgery] causes [Surgery takes long time]. 
Surgery takes long time] causes [People in surgical team get tired]. 
Blood and body ?uids] impede [Surgeon can see area clearly]. 
[Blood and body ?uids] are eliminated by [Surgical sponges accumulate 
blood and body ?uids]. 
[Surgical sponges accumulate blood and body ?uids] causes [Surgical 
sponges get the color ofblood and body ?uids]. 
[Surgical sponges get the color ofblood and body ?uids] With [People in 
surgical team get tired] causes [Surgical sponges are dif?cult to see]. 
[Surgical sponges are dif?cult to see] causes [Surgical sponges are 
dl?'lclllt to detect]. 
[Surgical sponges are dif?cult to detect] causes [Surgical Sponges are left 
inside When surgery is complete]. 
[Surgical Sponges are left inside When surgery is complete] causes [Health 
problems after surgery]. 
[Surgical sponges are dif?cult to detect] is eliminated by [Counting the 
surgical sponges]. 
[Counting the surgical sponges] causes [Using surgical sponges is 
di?'lcult]. 
must achieve [Surgery]. 
must eliminate [Health problems after surgery]. 
must eliminate [Using surgical sponges is dif?cult]. 

Again applying the methodology of embodiments of the 
instant invention as previously detailed, the foregoing 
description may be analyZed to yield a possible solution set as 
shoWn in Table 25. 

TABLE 25 

#1 Find a Way to eliminate [Surgical Sponges are left inside When surgery is 

complete] under the condition of [Surgical sponges are dif?cult to detect]. 

Find a Way to eliminate [Health problems after surgery] under the 

condition of [Surgical Sponges are left inside When surgery is complete]. 

Find a Way to achieve [Surgery] that Would not require [Surgeon can see area clearly]. 

Find a Way to achieve [GOAL] under the condition of [Health problems after surgery]. 

Find a Way to achieve [GOAL] that Would not require [Surgery]. 

Find a Way to eliminate [People in surgical team get tired] under the 

condition of [Surgery takes long time]. 

Find a Way to achieve [GOAL] under the condition of [Using surgical sponges is 

Find a Way to eliminate [Surgical sponges are dif?cult to see] under the 

condition of [Surgical sponges get the color ofblood and body ?uids] and 

[People in surgical team get tired]. 

Find a Way to eliminate [Surgery takes long time] under the condition of [Surgery]. 

Find a Way to eliminate [Using surgical sponges is dif?cult] under the 

condition of [Counting the surgical sponges]. 

#11 Find a Way to eliminate [Surgical sponges are dif?cult to detect] under the 

condition of [Surgical sponges are dif?cult to see] that Would not require 

[Counting the surgical sponges]. 

#12 Find a Way to achieve [Surgeon can see area clearly] under the condition 

of [Blood and body ?uids]. 

#13 Find a Way to eliminate [Surgical sponges get the color ofblood and body 

?uids] under the condition of [Surgical sponges accumulate blood and body ?uids]. 

Find a Way to eliminate [Blood and body ?uids] that Would not require 

[Surgical sponges accumulate blood and body ?uids]. 
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Flowing from the results shown in Table 25 are numerous 
possible real-World solutions to the system-problem, as 
detailed in Table 26, beloW. 

TABLE 26 

16 

#1 Find a Way to eliminate [Surgical Sponges are left inside When surgery is 
complete] under the condition of [Surgical sponges are dif?cult to detect]. 
>> Attach a long and thin plastic thread to every sponge. Other ends of 
the threads should be attached to one easily visible device eg an upright 
standing next to the patient’s bed. When the surgery is complete, these 
threads can be used to trace all ofthe sponges regardles oftheir visibility. 

# 2 Find a Way to eliminate [Health problems after surgery] under the 
condition of [Surgical Sponges are left inside When surgery is complete]. 
>> Change the material of the sponges so that they dissolve by themselves 
after a While if are left inside the patient’s body. 
Find a Way to eliminate [People in surgical team get tired] under the 
condition of [Surgery takes long time]. 
>> A. Rotate people in the team. B. Prepare people in the surgical team by 
injecting (or letting them inhale) a substance that Would stimulate their attention span. 
Find a Way to eliminate [Surgical sponges are dif?cult to see] under the 
condition of [Surgical sponges get the color ofblood and body ?uids] and 
[People in surgical team get tired]. 
>> Use the sponges that Would gloW in the light ofa different spectrum, 
e. g. ultra-violet. The UV-lamps are already used in the suregery rooms. 
Find a Way to eliminate [Surgical sponges are dif?cult to detect] under the #11 
condition of [Surgical sponges are dif?cult to see] that Would not require 
[Counting the surgical sponges]. 
>> Use the sponges that include some easily detectable markers. For 
example — every sponge should be made With a small metallic ball inside 
coated With sterilizable plastic. When the surgery is complete, the metal ?nder 
(similar to ones used in the airports) can be used to verify that all sponges are removed. 

#13 Find a Way to eliminate [Surgical sponges get the color ofblood and body 
?uids] under the condition of [Surgical sponges accumulate blood and body ?uids]. 
>> Use the sponges that are pre-trated With a substance that Would change 
its color to some high contrast color upon the contact With the blood and other body ?uids. 

Multi-Wordings For Multi-Path Relations 
The method disclosed in Table 13, above, attempts to drop 

each CNF term in turn, analyzing after each drop turn to 
determine Whether the resulting equation set results in a sat 
is?able formula. This algorithm removes a single CNF term at 
a time; it does not drop multiple CNF terms at any single step. 

Certain system-problems cannot be solved by such an 
approach, and so other preferred embodiments of the present 
invention extended the algorithm of Table 13 to also search 
for pairs, triples, etc. of terms to drop. These “complex relax 
ations” (i.e., relaxations created by concurrently dropping 
multiple CNF terms) can be de?ned as the subsets of the CNF 
terms With the following properties: (A) dropping these terms 
from the original unsatis?able CNF Would result in the neW 
CNF that Will be satis?able; and (B) no proper subset of a 
complex relaxation Would produce a satis?able CNF. 
One method of constricting such complex relaxations of 

the instant invention starts With the single-term subsets (as in 
the method disclosed in Table 13). Those CNF terms satisfy 
property (A) (i.e., they represent simple relaxations), and 
such CNF terms are stored for use in further analysis of 
subsequent iterations of the present method. The next itera 
tion generates all the tWo-term subsets and eliminate those 
containing any of the previously stored sets. This comparison 
With previously stored sets ensures that the neW subsets sat 
isfy property (B). The algorithm depicted in Table 26, beloW, 
illustrates this embodiment of the present invention 

TABLE 26 

Initialize empty list of relaxation sets RelSetList. 
For SetSize = l to number ofterms in CNF 

Generate all candidate relaxation sets of size SetSize. 
Eliminate any candidate relaxation set that properly contain any of 
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TABLE 26-continued 

the sets stored in RelSetList. 
Test all remaining candidate relaxation sets to see if dropping them 
Would result in a satis?able CNF. 
Eliminate those that don’t. 
Formulate directions for the neW complex relaxations. 
Add the neW complex relaxations to the list RelSetList. 

End For 

Reading Input from the Diagram 
Visual representation of the cause-effect and means-goals 

relations facilitates use of the instant invention and renders is 
more intuitive for users. Although the present embodiment 
departs from the graph-based approach, a different visual 
representation can be devised to capture a user’s input. A 
graphical user interface (a “GUI”) can be developed alloWing 
for creation of the diagrams resembling, for instance, those 
commonly used for rendering depicting electronics circuitry. 
Such GUI Would then essentially replace the step of syntac 
tical processing of the user input described above. Although 
the interface may take any particular form, diagramming 
tools such as Microsoft Corp.’s Visio product may be used, 
given an appropriate integration application programming 
interface, to extract and process the user description from 
diagrams generated in such tools. 

With the use of the diagram as the input media, much of the 
syntactical restrictions of the present embodiments may be 
eliminated, thus alloWing for a much more complex relations 
to be expressed in a concise and clear manner. This Would 
necessitate an extra step in processing to convert the arbitrary 
boolean formula from the diagram into the CNF form, Which 
may be readily accomplished by those of ordinary skill in the 
art using Well knoWn algorithms. 
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While particular embodiments of the present invention 
have been shown and described, it will be apparent to those 
skilled in the pertinent art that changes and modi?cations may 
be made without departing from the invention in its broader 
aspects. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for analyzing system-problems, comprising 

the steps of: 
accepting from a user an input describing a system having 

a problem; 
parsing said user input to create a boolean representation of 

said system, said boolean representation comprising a 
series of equations; 

determining that said boolean representation comprises an 
unsatis?able series of equations; 

for each equation in said series of equations, performing 
the steps of: 
creating a modi?ed series of equations by removing said 

equation from said series of equations; and 
determining if said modi?ed series of equations is sat 

is?able, and, if said modi?ed series of equations is 
satis?able, deriving a solution wording from said 
removed equation. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said step of parsing said 
user input to create a boolean representation of said system 
includes the step of parsing at least one one-sided link. 

3. The method of claim 2, wherein said step of parsing at 
least one one-sided link includes the step of making substi 
tutions according to the following: 

“must achieve” translates to “([X] or not [GOAL])”; 
and 

“must eliminate” translates to “(not [X] or not 

[GOAL])”; 

where X is a desired outcome of said system and GOAL 
represents achieving said desired outcome. 

4. The method of claim 2, wherein said step of parsing at 
least one one-sided link includes the step of making substi 
tutions according to the following: 

“always” translates to “([X])”; and 

“never” translates to “(not [X])”; 

where X is a natural state of said system. 
5. The method of claim 1, wherein said step of parsing said 

user input includes the steps of: 
determining at least one function contained in said user 

input; 
determining a target for each of said functions; and 
determining at least one connector for each of said func 

tions. 
6. The method of claim 5, wherein said step of parsing said 

user input to create a boolean representation of said system 
includes the step of parsing at least one one-sided link. 

7. The method of claim 6, wherein said step of parsing at 
least one one-sided link includes the step of making substi 
tutions according to the following: 

“must achieve” translates to “([X] or not [GOAL])”; 
and 

“must eliminate” translates to “(not [X] or not 

[GOAL])”; 

where X is a desired outcome of said system and GOAL 
represents achieving said desired outcome. 
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8. The method of claim 6, wherein said step of parsing at 

least one one-sided link includes the step of making substi 
tutions according to the following: 

“always” translates to “([X])”; and 

“never” translates to “(not [X])”; 

where X is a natural state of said system. 
9. The method of claim 5, wherein said step of determining 

at least one connector for each of said functions includes the 
step of assigning for each of said connectors a value selected 
from the group comprising “is required for”, “eliminates”, 
“causes” and “impedes”. 

10. The method of claim 9, wherein said step of parsing 
said user input includes the step of making connector substi 
tutions according to the following: 

“is required for” translates to “([A] or not [B])”; 

“causes” translates to “(not [A] or [B])”; 

“eliminates” translates to “([A] or [B])”; and 

“impedes” translates to “(not [A] or not [B])”; 

where A is one of said functions and B is said target for said 
function. 

11. The method of claim 10, wherein said step of parsing 
said user input to create a boolean representation of said 
system includes the step of parsing at least one one-sided link. 

12. The method of claim 11, wherein said step of parsing at 
least one one-sided link includes the step of making substi 
tutions according to the following: 

“must achieve” translates to “([X] or not [GOAL])”; 
and 

“must eliminate” translates to “(not [X] or not 

[GOAL])”; 

where X is a desired outcome of said system and GOAL 
represents achieving said desired outcome. 

13. The method of claim 11, wherein said step of parsing at 
least one one-sided link includes the step of making substi 
tutions according to the following: 

“always” translates to “([X])”; and 

“never” translates to “(not [X])”; 

where X is a natural state of said system. 
14. The method of claim 1, each equation in said series 

comprising at least one target variable and at least one non 
target variable, wherein said step of deriving a solution word 
ing from said removed equation comprises the steps of: 

?nding a target variable in said removed equation; 
creating a list of positive non-target variables in said 
removed equation; 

creating a list of negative non-target variables in said 
removed equation; 

determining if said target is positive or negative; 
if said target is positive, generating a negative plain lan 

guage expression of said target, otherwise generating a 
positive plain language expression of said target; 

for each variable in said list of positive non-target vari 
ables, generating a plain language statement of system 
condition; 

for each variable in said list of negative non-target vari 
ables, generating a plain language statement of omitted 
condition; 

generating a compound statement of system conditions by 
joining together said statements of system condition 
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using a ?rst logical operator between each of said state 
ments of system condition, said ?rst logical operator 
being “and”; and 

generating a compound statement of system omitted con 
ditions by joining together said statements of system 
omitted condition using a second logical operator 
between each of said statements of system omitted con 
dition, said second logical operator being “or”. 

15. The method of claim 14, wherein said step of parsing 
said user input to create a boolean representation of said 
system includes the step of parsing at least one one-sided link. 

16. The method of claim 15, wherein said step of parsing at 
least one one-sided link includes the step of making substi 
tutions according to the following: 

“must achieve” translates to “([X] or not [GOAL])”; 
and 

“must eliminate” translates to “(not [X] or not 

[GOAL])”; 

where X is a desired outcome of said system and GOAL 
represents achieving said desired outcome. 

17. The method of claim 15, wherein said step of parsing at 
least one one-sided link includes the step of making substi 
tutions according to the following: 

“always” translates to “([X])”; and 

“never” translates to “(not [X])”; 

where X is a natural state of said system. 
18. The method of claim 14, wherein said step of parsing 

said user input includes the steps of: 
determining at least one function contained in said user 

input; 
determining at least one connector for each of said func 

tions; and 
determining a target for each of said connectors. 
19. The method of claim 18, wherein said step of determin 

ing at least one connector for each of said functions includes 
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the step of assigning for each of said connectors a value 
selected from the group comprising “is required for”, “elimi 
nates”, “causes” and “impedes”. 

20. The method of claim 19, wherein said step of parsing 
said user input includes the step of making connector substi 
tutions according to the following: 

“is required for” translates to “([A] or not [B])”; 

“causes” translates to “(not [A] or [B])”; 

“eliminates” translates to “([A] or [B])”; and 

“impedes” translates to “(not [A] or not [B])”; 

where A is one of said functions and B is said target for said 
function. 

21. The method of claim 20, wherein said step of parsing 
said user input to create a boolean representation of said 
system includes the step of parsing at least one one-sided link. 

22. The method of claim 21, wherein said step of parsing at 
least one one-sided link includes the step of making substi 
tutions according to the following: 

“must achieve” translates to “([X] or not [GOAL])”; 
and 

“must eliminate” translates to “(not [X] or not 

[GOAL])”; 

where X is a desired outcome of said system and GOAL 
represents achieving said desired outcome. 

23. The method of claim 21, wherein said step of parsing at 
least one one-sided link includes the step of making substi 
tutions according to the following: 

“always” translates to “([X])”; and 

“never” translates to “(not [X])”; 

where X is a natural state of said system. 

* * * * * 


